
 
 

 

 
 
The Central Bank of the Russian Federation adopted Instruction as of the 4th June, 2012 No.1238-I “On 
order of submission by residents and nonresidents to authorized banks of documents and information 
relative to conducting of currency operations, order of transaction passport formalization as well as order of 
currency operations’ registration by authorized banks and control for their execution” (hereinafter, 
«Instruction»). 

 
The Instruction provides updated set of requirements to formalization of international transaction passport 
(hereinafter, “TP”), which is one of the primary measures of currency control in the Russian Federation; it 
was elaborated by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation further to provisions set out in section 1, 
article 20 of the Federal Law “On currency regulation and currency control” No 173-FZ, and is supposed to 
substitute the current instruction of the Bank of Russia as of the 15th June, 2004 No 117-I, as well as row of 
other normative acts of the Bank of Russia regulating issues of transaction passports formalization. 

 
The instruction applies to all participants of international economic activity with exception of credit 
institutions and State Corporation “Bank for development and Foreign Economic 
Affairs(VneshEconomBank)”, as well as non-resident individuals. 

 
One of the innovations suggested by the Instruction is an opportunity to file notification on currency 
operations not by the transaction party, rather by an authorized bank where the transaction party holds its 
account. This notification is rather important document of currency control, and obligation of its submission 
by resident exactly constrains development of such security mechanism as direct debiting from foreign 
currency account of the Russian resident within the framework of foreign transactions at the time. It appears 
that from entry of the Instruction into force this gap will be eliminated partially at least. 

 
One other innovation is granting of the right to a resident legal entity being a party to the contract (loan 
agreement), to transfer formalization of TP and conducting of currency operations relating to calculations on 
such a contract, to its branch. 

 
In the case of presence in the bank of TP of current accounts opened by both resident-branch of the legal 
entity, that executed TP on the contract (loan agreement), and by resident-legal entity itself, currency 
operations related to calculations on this contract (loan agreement) may be performed by means of currents 
accounts of legal entity and its branch. 

 
Moreover, new Instructions changes list of documents and information submitted for formalization of 

TP: 
- one exemplar of TP, formalized in accordance with annex to Instruction (two exemplars had to 

be submitted before); 
- contract (loan agreement), execution of obligation on which requires TP formalization or 

extract from  such a contract (loan agreement) containing information  necessary for 
formalization of TP (such option as submission of extract from the contract was not provided 
before – instead, the whole contract had to be submitted); 

- other documents and information considering requirements of the Instruction including 
documents and information that contains data (including data determined (calculated) by 
resident himself), pointed out by resident in the filled  TP form, including data of sum of 
indebtedness on principal amount of a debt on a loan agreement (if any on the date before 
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the date of TP formalization). It should be noted, that in comparison with former regulation, 
Instruction sets forth requirements on “other documents” more widely, without formal linking 
to Federal Law “On currency regulation and currency control” that gives a wide discretion to 
banks in request of additional documents and information from participants of the contract. At 
the same time, Instruction determines more simple order of re-formalization and closing of 
transaction passport in contrast with valid order.  

 
The Instruction will come into force starting from 1st of October, 2012. However, TPs formalized before that 
date will remain valid until their closing or amending on the grounds, provided by new Instruction. That is, 
the Instruction does not require any re-formalization of TP opened before due to the entry into force of new 
regulation. 
 
 


